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Message Outline 

Judge This! 
Deciding Not to Stumble Your Brother 

Out and Back with Paul Speaking on Life Together in the Church 

Romans 14:13-23 
 

I.  Out -- What To Do In Regards to Your Weaker Brother (13-16) 
II. View -- The Kingdom of God (17-18) 
III. Back -- What to Do In Regards to Your Weaker Brother (19-23) 

 

Examine the Scriptures (Be Berean!) 

● Romans 14:1 - 15:13 
  

Consider & Discuss (Be Transformed!) 
● Verse 13 provides a summary exhortation that captures the heart of the whole passage. Memorize it! Read the 

rest of the passage understanding how and why to live this way. 

● Like a hike you may have taken out to a some pretty view and back along the same trail, Paul organizes his 

thoughts in an “out and back” way where he first exhorts us how to live with our brothers who differ, then gives us 

reasons why based on the reality of the Kingdom of God, and finally exhorts us again regarding how we should 

live with our brothers who differ. See if you can pick up on this structure and consider the value such a structure 

adds. 

● Put your name on the top of a piece of paper like you were writing a letter to yourself. Now copy all the phrases in 

this passage which call you to do something, there are several phases. Take these exhortations personally. 

● Paul not only calls us to action but he tells us why we should act this way. What reason(s) strike you as 

compelling? 

● Community Group Discussion: If you are to hear and heed the enduring principle in this passage how 

would you regard your brothers and sisters in your local church, the people you will be gathered with this 

week? What stands in the way of you regarding them in this way? What would the Lord have you to do 

get over that hurdle? 
 

Memory & Meditation Verse 
“Therefore let us not judge one another anymore, but rather determine this— not to put an obstacle or a stumbling block in 
a brother’s way.” Romans 14:13 
 

Next Sunday 
Romans 15 


